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Fundamentally considered, the modernization 0L Japan which began 

with the Meiji Restoration was of the same character as that found in 

the countries of western Europe, typically in the case of England. That 

is to say, capitalist industrialization was the basis, or axis, of modern-

ization in Japan. However, in backward Japan it was necessary to 
compress into a short period and carry out at one stroke the process 

which the advanced country, England, had passed through gradually 
over a long period of 200 to 300 years. In the case of the countries of 

western Europe, too, it was generally necessary (as shown typically in 

the case of Germany) fdr government protection and aid to be given ,in 

greater or lesser measure when backward countries decided to push 
forward witll a programme 0L capitalist industrialization, and this was 

also ~o in the case ()f Japan. Indeed, we may rather say that in this 

case government protection and aid of a more powerful cllaracter, and 

by means of more direct methods which would provide a substitute for 

customs protection, were made necessary by the fact that not only had 

Japan enrbarked late on industrialization, but also did not possess tariff 

autonomy. In the event, too, protection and aid of this kind played a 

great role. 

Now finance may be described as the material basis of the state, 

the thing which supports the state. Consequently, the fact that state 

protection and aid for the purposes of industrialization played a great 

role also mearis =that finance played a great role for these phrposes. 

However, it is not our present purpose to give an account of the role 

played by finance in this broad sense in the capitalist industrialization 

or economic development of the Meiji period. Our present subject is 

somewhat narrower than this-the questions of the connection between 

the financial activity of the Japanese government and the economic 
development of the Meiji period and of the financial activity carried out 

by the Japanese government in the Meiji period with a view to economic 

develo pment. 
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I. THE REFORM OF THE LAND TAX 
The first matter which we must raise as having established the 

Meiji government's financial basis and as having provided the prior 
conditions for capitalist industrialization in Japan is the reform of the 

Land Tax. 
The Meiji government, which came to power in 1868 (the first year 

of the Meiji era), progressed through the abolition of the fiefs and the 

creation of Prefectures in 1871 and the centralization of the rights of 

tax-collection which accompanied it, gradually evolving from a coalition 

r~gime composed of a minority of powerftil fiefs into a modern centralized 

r6gime. But although a centralized state had been established in its 

main essentials, in the Japan of these days (in contrast to the case of 

western Europe) a commercial econoiny was as yet undeveloped, and, as 

we have noted above, tariff autonomy was lacking. This being soi the 

position occupied by the revenue from indirect taxation and customs in 

the finances bf the government was markedly low. The greater part of 

government revenue was derived from the Land Tax, a tax= which was 
an almost unchanged continuation of the feudal dues levied under the 

Tokugawa r6gime. . Further, as a result of these circumstances, this tax 

was levied on the basis of the harvest, and by different methods and 
at different, rates in different regions, and in principle was levied in kind. 

On the other hand, there was a l~rge number of activities which 

the Meiji government was obliged to undertake, and consequently there 

was a great volume' of accompanying expenditure. Already before. this 

period the government had expended vast sums in seizing power and in 

consolidating its power. Since these vast expenditures could not be met 

out of tax income, the greater part 0L them were provided by means of 

a form of :inconvertible currency called "Cabinet Notes" (DajOkan Satsu 

;~:~~~~ ~L), and at the time which we are considering-the time of the 

abolition of the fiefs and the establishment of Prefectures-the value of 

these ~notes had fallen and they were being exchanged for specie on a 

grand Scale, with the result that circulation stagnated and new issues 

were becoming markedly difficult. 

Further, this govermnent was charged with the tWo great duties of 

Chitsu?10ku Shob~rn ~~~~~~i~~r (the commutation of feudal stipends) and 

Shokusan Ko~gyo ~i~~~~~~i~ (the encouragement of industry. ). The former 

(rf these consisted in issuing government bonds in compensation for the 

stipends which the government had undertaken to pay annually to the 

feudal lords and their retainers ~vho had supported them in their seizure 
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of power, these stipends ibeing based on their feudal landowning rights 

converted into terms of rice, and this measure had the aim of bringing 

about the liquidation of this class as well as that 0L reducing the future 

burden on the government's finances, while the latter aimed ht bringing 

about the development of agriculture, industry and commerce under the 

leadership and assistance of the government. Although they differed in 

respect to their positive and negative functions, both of these measures 

were necessary for the introduction and , development of capitalism in 

Japan: However, at the same time both necessitated large financial 
burdens. 

The reform of the Land Tax,' which was begun in 1873, was an 
undertaking whose direct aim was that of correcting " the unbalance 
between this revenue organization and the necessity of these expenditures, 

and its content may be summarized as follows. 

(1) The basis of' asse~sment : As we have noted above, the former Land 

Tax was levied on the basis of the produce of the ' soil, but ~as a 

result of this ieform the tax came to be levied on the basis of an: 

assessed land value. These land values were arrived at by finding 

the average yield of the relevant type' of land by means of large-

scale land surveys and capitalizing these values with the rates of 

interest customary in the locality. 

(2) The rate of tax : The former Land Tax had varied between 40 olo 

and 500/0 of the 1larvested crop from fief to fief, and also according 

to = the state of the ' harvest in.~ each year, but as a result of- this 

reform the rate of tax was set at ~ 30/0 of the assessed land value 

over the whole country, and it was made a geheral: "principle that 

no variations in the rate of tax should be made in accordance with 

the state of the harvest from year to year. 

(3), Form of payment : The foiner Land Tax had been paid mainly in 

kind, but as a result of this reform ~all. payments came to be made 

in money. 
(4) Taxpayers : Under the former Land Ta~~, the persons responsible 

for the payment of the tax differed from locality to locality in 

accordance with custom, the general principle being that the cultivator 

should pay the tax, but as a result of this reform the taxpayer 

became the landowner, whose rights of ownership were confirmed 
by the issue of Land Certificates (Chiken ~~~~). 

In this way the Land Tax was transformed from an almost un-
changed continuation of feudal dues into a modern tax payable in money 

and levied on the landowner at a uniform rate throughout the whole 
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coulltry　oll　the　basis　of　the　assessed　value　of　the　land，a　tax　of　the　kind

called　E7・オ7ηg55頗667・by　German　scholars．By　this　means　the　income

from　this　tax　rose　from　approximately￥20million　in1872to　approxi・

mately￥68million　in1875，an　income　which　was　three　times　as　great，

and，moreover，was　of　a　stable　charαcter．　The五nancial　basis　of　the

Meili　government　was　markedly　strengthened，and　ollly　on　this　basis

was　it　possible　for　the　govemment　to　accomplish　the　tasks　with　which

it　was　charged．

　　　However，the　reform　of　the　Land　Tax　did　not　only　modemize　the

五scal　system　of　the　Meiji　govemment　and　strengthen　its丘nancial　basis．

At　the　same　time　it　served　as　a　powerful　instrument　for　what　Marx

called　“the　primitまve　accumulation　of　capitεし1．”

　　　The　mere　existence　of　a　certain　volume　of　funds　is，in　itself，insuf一

丘cient　for　the　purposes　of　carryhlg　forward　the　capitalist　industrialization

of　a　country．Alongside　it　there　must　exist　a　body　of　what　is　known

as“free”labour　which　can　be　purchased　as　a　commodity，with　these

funds　at　certain　prices．　Once　capi‡alist　industrialization　has　got　under

way　these　funds　and　labour　are　reproduced　by　the　Iaws　of　capitalism

themselves，but　at　the　outset　it　is　necess＆r37that　they　should　be　produced

by　some　means　or　should　already　be呈n　existence．This　is　why‘ラ吻z痂τ8

accumulation”is　so　called．

　　　By　the士eform　of　the　Land　Tax　and　through　the　medium　of　the

land　surveys　carried　out　in　association　with　it　the　owners　of　each　plot

of　land　were　confirmed，while　Iand　which　had　no　owners，or　ill　respect

to　which　the　rights　of　ownership　were　obscure，was　made　into惹oゐ％錘6h乞

國有地（state－owned　land）or妨ツπoh∫公有地（publicly－owned　land），In

the　course　of　this　process　there．was　an　increase　in　the　numbers　of

peasants　who　lost　land，or　who，even　if　they　did　not　lose　their　land，

found　themselves　unable　to　make　a　Iiving　because　of　the　loss　of　common

lands（ゼ7廊ぢ‘h∫入會地）which　had　played　an　important　role　in　their

livelihood　in　association　with　their　land。　Again，since，as　we　have

observed　above，the　Land　Tax　was　practicα11y　the　sole　source　of　revenue

at　the　disposal　of　the　Meiji　govemment，the　land　values　and　rate　of

tax　Were　fixed　in　such　a　way　that　there　would　be　no　reduction　of

revenue　when　the　reform　of　the　Land　Tax　was　carried　out，and　hence

the　tax　burden　Qn　the　peasants　was　substantially　unchanged　from　feudal

times．Further，as　a　result　of　the　sudden　and　compulsory　change　to

money　payments　of　the　Land　Tax　the　peasants　were　forcibly　involved

in　the　money　economy．　Becεluse　the　peasants　were　obliged　to　pay　this

excessive　Land　Tax　in　money，and　because　severe　measures　were　taken
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incase・Hailuret・pay，thedesintegrati・n・fthepeasantstrat辱m・f
society　and　the　lapse量nto　banknlptcy　of　a　certain　section　of　the　peasantry

advanced　rapidly。These　bankrupt　peasants　became　proletarians　obliged

to　sell　their　labour　as　a　commodity．

　　　　On　the　other　hand，part　of　the　revellue　from　the　Lalld　Tax　w＆s

used　by　the　govemment　as　capita1，as　we　shall　show　in　the　following

section，and　this　revenue　played　an　important　role　ill　promoting　the

capitalist　industrialization　of　the　Jap＆nese　economy，at　the　same　time

supplemellting　scarcities　in　the　funds　accumulated　by　private　enterprise。

　　　　In　this　way　the　reform　of　the　Land　Tax　was　an　important　instru．

m6nt　in　producing　the　modem　labour　and　sum　of　capital　which　are　the

indispensable　pre・con（1ition　for　starting　capitalist　industrialization；or，in

other　words，the　reform　of　the　Land　Tax　was　an　impQrtant　instnlment

for　the　carrying　out　of　‘‘the　primitive　accumulation　of　capitaL”

　　　　In　the　two　senses　that　on　the　one　side　it　equipped＆nd五rmly

established　the五nancial　basis　of　the　Meiji　government　and　on　the　other

promoted　the　so・called“primitive　accumulation，”this　reform　of　the　Lalld

Tax　was　an　indispensable　ladder　for　the　capitalist圭ぬdus亡ria1まzation　of

the　Japanese　economy　and　the　economic　development　of　the　Meiji　period．

This　does　not　mean，however，that　this　was　done　smoothly　and　without

friction．　In　spite　of　the　fact　that　the　implemelltation　of　the　reform　of

the　Land　Tax　was　an　event　of　suf丑cient　impoftance　for　an　Imperi＆l

Edict（Joツ％上諭）to　be　issued　圭11connection　with　it，there　was　furious

opposition　to　the　reform，both　while　it　was　being　cδrried　out　and　after

it　had　been　completed，and　on　no　small　number　of　occasiolls　this　oppo．

sition　exploded　in　the　form　of　peasant　uprisings．However，the　stage

of　development　of　world　history　in　the1870’s，unlike　that　of　the　present

day，could　not　allow　this　oPPosition　to　be　directed　against　the‘αψ覚4Zゼ56

industrialization　which　had　been　a（lopted　as　all　instmment　for　the

modemization　of　Japan．Again，because　of　the　intemational　relations　in

which　Japan　was　involved　at　that　time，this　oPPosition　never　combined

wit五political　forces　in　foreign　comtries　to　threaten　tlle　govem卑ent．

That　is　to　say，the　Meiji　govemment，enjoying　the　bene丘t　both　of　the

period　of　history　and　of　the　state　of　intemational　relatiolls，was　able　to

carry　through　successfully　the　reform　of　the　Land　Tax　which　was　the

indispensable　ladder　for　capitalist　industrialization・
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II. THE EQUIPPlNG AND FIRM ESTABLISHMENT OF THE 
CURRENCY AND CREDIT INSTITUTIONS 

Although we may say that with the reform of the Land Tax the 
pre-conditions for thLe capitalist industrialization of the Japanese economy 

were more or less provided, Japan, a backward country, was unable to 

allow the situation to follow its natural course if she were to press on 

with industrialization in a realistic mannet, obliged as she was to move 

among the advanced countries, and being, as we have noted above, in 
the condition 0L Iacking tariff autonomy. For Japan to be able to stand 

up to competition from the advanced countries without the aid of pro-

tective tariffs. Japanese industry would have to be provided from the 

frst with a level of technology not inferior to that of the > =advanced 

countries, as , well as having the scale of operation =required by such a 

level of. technology. , However, "the primitive accumulation of capital " 

in Japan was insufE:cient for the supply o.f , the funds which were required 

in the = natural course of events L0r this purpose, while the ac. cumulat.io. n 

of technology in the productive and management ;Ispects of th. e econo, my= 

~: factor which always develops step by step in parallel with the accu-

mulation of. funds-Twas also very backward. 

Thus, as is shown by the words : "The prime economic policy since 

the establishment of the Meiji government has consisted in providing 

financial facilities and giving encouragement to the establishment of 

industry,"I powerful government aid was needed in taking steps to 
provide the funds required in industrialization as well as in introducing 

produetive and managerial technology. 

For the purposes of "providing financial facilities " the method at 

first employed was that of making payments from government funds to 
private industry in the form of subsidies, investments, Ioans, etc. As well 

as being made from the government's general account, these payments 

were also made from the Reserve Fund, the Industrial Promotion Fuhd, 

etc. The Reserve Fund had originally been instituted as a currency 
conversion reserve or sinking fund, but loans ~enominated "capital loans 

for the encQuragement of industry" were made from this fund, the sums 

lent during the period 1873-1881 reaching a total of ~~53 million, or 

somewhat more than I .2 times the average annual revenue from the 
Land Tax during the same period, approximately ~~44 million. Again, 

th.e Industrial Promotion Fund was made up from a part of the proceeds 

l Meiji Zaisei-shi Hensankai P~~~p~t~~~~~:~i~~~~･, Metji Zaisei-shi ~~~~?~~'~~~~: (A History 

of Public Finance in the Meiji Period), vol. 12. Tokyo, 1905, p. 307. 
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of the Industrial Promotion Loan of 1878, and from it approximately 

~:,6 million was loaned as funds for general industry. 

On the <0ther hand, with the same aim of " providing financial 
facilities" measures were taken to equip and firmly establish the currency 

and credit institutions, and to transplant the joint-stock company system. 

For example, the Ne~tional Banks set up under Regulations issued in 
l'872 ,on the model of the national banks of the United States 'of America 

made a Lair contribution to "the provision of financial facilities" through 

their note-issues, particularly after the revision of the Regulations in 1876, 

and the reserve funds for these currency issues were the government 

bonds issued for the purpose of the connnutation 0L stipends, and of 

calling in the govemment's paper currency. Taking 'another example, in 

order to attain such equipment ,and firm establishment of the 'currency and 

credit institutions as had not been accomplished by the National Banks 

system by the setting up of a centrail bank and the adoption of the 

currency conversion system associated with it, and to take steps towa~:ds 

a ~rue " pr.ovision of L:nancial facilities " it was necessary on the one 

hand to call in the government paper currency issued since the R,estora-

tion, and on the other hand to accumulate a certain sum in specie, but 

these Ineasures w,ere possible only after a change had been made in the 

government's finances and financ'ial policies. We now propose to give a 

somewhat fuller account of the role performed by finance and financial 

policy in the equipment and firm establishment :of the currency and 
credit systems, concentrating our attention on the latter of the two points 

mentioned :above ; th:at is, on the conversion of government paper currency 

and the accumulation of specie which were the pre-conditions for the 

setting up of ,a central bank and the adoption of a currency conversion 

system . 

These measures in 'government flnance ,and financial policy were 
carried out by Matsukata Masayoslli ~~!~'~L;~lE~~, who became Minister for 

Finance as a result ,of the so~called "political upheaval ,of the 1,4th y,ear 

of Meiji" in October. 1881. When he came to oflice the premium ,on 

govemment paper currency in relation to specie (silver) had reached 

more than 730/0 'l This had been 'caused by the issue of vast sums =0f 

inconvertible paper ,currency to meet the expenditures of the Seinan 

Senso ~i~~~~~~~, the war fought in south-western Japan in 1877, as well as 

l Matsukata Masayoshi. Shihei Seiri ,Shiln,atsu *~'~~~~~~!~~~i~ (An Account of the 

Regulation of the Paper Currency), in Ministry of Finance, Metji Zenki Zaisei Keizai 

Shily~ Shi~sei ~~~~i~~1~~~~'~~C~~~~~~~~~1･~~;~~ (･Collection of Documents on the Financial and 

Eeonomic P,olicies in the Earlier Half of the Meiji Era~, Vol, 11. T,okyo,, 1932, p. 205. 
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by the p0Sitive policies, typically loans from the Reserve Fund (.the funds 

accumulated in the past), adopted by Matsukata's predecessor, Okuma 
Shigenobu j~~~:~:{-f~~~~~ ' who wrongly ascribed the cause of the rise in the 

price of commodities (the price of silver) which resulted from these 

currency issues to an efflux of specie caused by an import surplus deriving 

from the unprosperous condition of domestic industry, and in this way 

the total sum in the various kinds of inconvertible paper currency, which 

stood at approximately ~106 million at the end of June, 1877,, had been 

inflated by more than I .5 times to approximately ~160 million by the 

end of December, 1880. 

On the one hand this inflation spurred the disintegration of the 

former military class and the peasant stratum of society through the 

m~dium of the rise in prices and the penetration of the commercial 

economy, and on the other gave opportunities for tlle acquisition of 

profits from speculauon and hoardmg etc thus promoting " ' the primitive 
accumulation of capital " in general, and in this sense it performed a 

positive role in the capitalist industrialization of the Japanese economy. 

But on the other hand the inflation had a negative effect in relation to 

capitalist industrialization by making impossible stable calculation of future 

profits, particularly by stimulating imports, discouraging exports, and 

bringing about an efflux of specie. Indeed, there was even some danger 

that, if the inflation and tlle efflux of specie which accompanied it had 

continued, it would have destroyed the currency system, the very founda-

tion of capitalism itself. Now, when this inflation had performed its 

partially positive role, or after it had gone beyond certain limits, it 

became necessary to restrain it for the benefit of the development of the 

economy and capitalist industrialization. The restraining of the inflation 

for these reasons was the task required of Matsukata. 

The meashres which he' took for this purpose were first to stop the 

issues of inconvertible paper currency and next to take steps to ensure 

a balance or surplus in government receipts and expenditures in order 

that he might withdraw that currency until it was of such a volume 

that there would no longer be aTly premium in relation to specie. The 

methods which he chose for this purpose were on the one hand the 
repressing of annual expenditure and on the other increases in taxation. 

Thus, in tlle three years between 1882 and 1884 he enforced a pegging 

order on all budget expenditures except those for military purposes. 

Again, avoiding a rise in tlle Land Tax, which would have produced 
much political friction, he took steps to increase taxation by means 

of consumption taxes, in 1882 instituting for the first time a stamp 
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tax on pharmaceutical articles and broker's tax on the rice and 
stock exchanges and increasing the taxes on alcoholic beverages and 

tobacco, while in 1885 he instituted for the first time a tax on soy sauce 

and a tax on confectioneries. In this way a total budgetary surplus of 

~~40 million was produced over the four years Lrom 1881, and of this 

approximately ~1~14 million was directly assigned to the withdrawal of 

paper currenc.y, while approximately ~~26 million or more was put into 

the Reserve Fund. 
The second measure taken by Matsukata for restraining the inflation 

and bringing about the establishment of a central bank and the currency 

conversion system associated with it was the accumulation of specie by 

means of the Reserve Fund. Thus he transferred back to its original 

function the Reserve Fund which had been used for "loans for the 
promotion of industry" over and above its original purposes, the administ-

ration and accumulation of reserve funds for , currency conversion, and in 

this way he positively promoted the accumulation of specie. The method 

he adopted for this purpose was the so-called " foreign documentary draft 

system," and by this means he sought to accumulate specie by lending 

to exporters on the security of their export goods (through the 
Yokohama Specie Bank) government paper currency held in the Reserve 

Fund, causing them to repay the loans in foreign currency when they 

had received payment for their export goods. Further, Ioans were 
made under this systenl only to Japanese exporters, and the system also 

had the aim of encouraging so-called "direct exports," excluding exports 

through L0reign 6xporters by affording these financial facilities to Japanese 

exporters. 

When in this way the volume of govenltnent paper currency had 
been reduced and the specie reserve increased, the paper currency premium 

in relation to silver gr.adually declined, and in 1885 it was almost non-

existent. Matsukata now caused the Bank of Japan, which had been 
set up in 1882; gradually to replace the government paper currency with 

its own notes, ~nd in June, 1885, it was declared that the Bank of 

Japan would undertake the conversion of paper currency into silver with 

effect from January, 1886. 

It need hardly be said that this modern currency and credit system, 

combining as it did the currency system and the credit system and 
having as its axis tlle currency conversion system ot the Bank of Japan, 

performed a basic function in the development of the Japanese economy 

and capitalist industrialization, not merely in the Meiji period but also 

thereafter, but for the firm establishment of this system the series of 
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measures which we have described above was required, measures which 
are usually referred to by an appellation incorporating the name of the 

man who carried tllem out, "the Matsukata financial policy." 

Further, this policy of inflation restraint, or policy of deflation, carried 

out by Matsukata produced in the course of its implementation a fairly 

severe fall in commodity prices, with the inevitable result that the enter-

prises which could not stand up to this were ruined. Amon'g these were 

many which had been started in the inflation period with the bonds 

given in compensation for military class stipends as capital, and as a 

consequence of these events the members of the fornier military class 
rapidly fell into bankruptcy. Again, the fall in the prices 'of agricultural 

products made a doubly heavy burden of the Land Tax, now set ,at a 
fixed sum since the revision of the Land Tax, and led to bankruptcies 

among the peasantry. In a word, the Matsukata financial policy also 
pl.ayed a great role in promoting "the primitive accumulation of capital," 

and it would seem that we should not ignore this aspect of the Matsu-
kata financial policy . 

III. THE SALE OF GOVERNMENT ENTERPRISES 

In Japan the accumulation ,of productive and managerial technology, 

like that of capital Lunds, was insufflcient in an extreme degree when 

compared with the levels and scales called for in under,taking capitalist 

industrialization. Under the circumstances prevailing, there was no alter-

native but to transplant or introduce these from the advanced countrics 

abroad, but for this purpose a certain amount of knowledge and a vast 

sum of capital funds were required, and it was also necessary to recognize 

the fact that the undertaking might be accompanied by 'considerable 
dangers. Thus it was inevitable that the greater part of this transplanting 

and introduct,ion was done by the government, and took the form of 
the starting and operation of <government enterprises and the selling-off 

of these enterprises to private interests. As need , hardly be said, the 

starting, operation, and selling-off of government enterprises is intimately 

connected with finance, and at this point also finance and financial policy 

played an important role in the 'economic development and capitalist 

industrialization of the Meiji period. 

The majority of the government enterprises started and operated by 

the Meiji government may be classified into (1) military arsenals, (2) 

railways and communications, and (3) manufacturing and mining, eLnd it 

is with the third of these that we are concerned here. 
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This, of course, does not mean that enterprises in the fust two 

classes had no gieat significance in the development of the Japanese 

economy and capitalist industrialization. By the introduction and devel-

opment of military technology the military arsenals not only strengthene.d 

the base of the Meiji government, but also served to expand overse~s 

the markets called for in consequence of large-scale, high-1evel and･ rapid 

industrialization, in addition to which they also directly promoted the 

development of the economy by undertaking the production of prime 
movers, machine tools, etc., required . by private interests. Again, the 

construction of railways, telegraphs and telephones not only gave mobility 

to Japan's armed might, but also stimulated the expansion and unification 

of the. domestic, market for the developing production of, comm~rcial 

goods, thus making a great contribution to the development of the 
economy and capitalist industrialization. 

However, the government enterprises which were started and operated 

with the. direct aim of transplanting or introducing productive and 

managerial techniques which were considered necessary. for the capitalist 

industrialization of the Japanese economy but which could not be supplied 

by private capital at that time were principally in the feld of manufac-

turing and mining. 

The first 0L these government enterprises which we must take up 
are those in the textile industry. The basal axis in the capitalist indus-

trialization of a country is the cloth industry, and in particular, the cotton 

indu~try; and it is necessary first of all that capitalist production shoqld 

be firmly established in this, branch of industry, In the case of Japan 

at this perio. d,. too, it is not true to say that there was no s.pontaneous 

development of technology and development of capitalist production, baSe.d 

upon it, a fact which. is illustrated by the invention of the Gara spinning 

m~chine by Gaun Tatsumune ~~~~'*==_~-~~~~ in 1877 and its rapid diffusion. 

However, there was a great technological gap between Japan and the 
advanced countries, in addition, to which the country was in the condition 

of lacking tariff protection for its industries, with the result that it was 

impossible to contrive the firm establishment of the cotton industry by 

means of these spontaneous developments, and the domestic cotton 
industry was gradually oppressed by competition from imported cotton 

goods and fell into decay. At this point the government imported two 

2000-spindle spinning machines from Manchester in England in 1878 
with a view to bringing about the transplanting and establishment of 

the technology of the advanced countries, and set up the Hiroshima and 

Aichi spinning mills. Again, although it is not an'instance of the starting 

*,,J 
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of government enterprises in the strict sense, the government imported 

another ten 2000-spindle spinning machines in the following year, 1879, 

and sold them off to private enterprise for ten annual interest-free pay-

ments, thus causing 10 spinning mills to be set up in the domestic cotton 

producing areas, and when the running of these mills proved unsatisfactory 

it gave assistance to them by exempting them from these payments. 

The second case which we must take up is that of government 
enterprise in the manufacture of silk, tea, and other commodities for 

export, and in particular in the silk-reeling industry. Japan was also 

under the necessity of encouraging exports in order to pay for the 
products of the advanced countries which ~vere flowing into Japan at low 

prices as a result of differences in productive capacity which could not 

be comipensated for by the restricted customs tariffs, and to pay for the 

machinery and technology which had to be transplanted or introduced 

so that this gap in productive capacity might be narrowed. At this 
period, however, the production technology in the industries producing 

the export products, especially the silk and tea which made up the bulk 

of exports to the advanced countries, was considerably inferior to that 

of the advanced countries. In regard to the silk-reeling industry the 

government established the Tomioka Silk Reeling Factdry ~' ~~J~'~:J'~{~+.~~ in 

1872 and the Kank6ry~ Silk Reeling Factory ~lilC~:~;.~i~+.*~f/~i~~' in 1873, and 

made efforts to introduce and diffuse the technology of France, Italy, 

etc. The former of tllese factories was a large undertaking having 300 

boilers and employing approxirnately 250 female operatives. It amply 

fulfllled its function as a model factory, and contributed ･ greatly to the 

development of mechanized silk-reeling in place of the traditional hand-

reeling technology. Again, in respect to the tea industry, experiments 

in tea manufacture and plant breeding were carried on at the agricul,tural 

experiment station established by the government at Shinjuku, Tokyo, in 

1872. 

Thirdly, we must consider government enterprise in such manufac-

turing industries as cement, glass, sugar, and beer. In these cases, 

technology which was almost entirely lacking in Japan at that time was 

transplanted or introduced, and we may perhaps say that this aimed at 

the checking of imports. 

Lastly, we must consider government enterprise in mining. This 

case differs to some degree from that of manufacturing industry. At 

the beginning of the Meiji period the majority 0L the mines operated by 

tlle government had been confscated from the Shogunate and the feudal 

lords, and the direct aim in running them was that of ensuring supplies 
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of　raw　nlaterial　for　亡he　minting　of　money　or　of　o1）taining　specie　by

means　of　mi耳eral　exports．　But　since　the　transplan直ng　or　introduction

of　new　technology　was　necessary　for　the　better　attainment　of　these　aims，

these　government　enterprises　played，in　the　result，the　same　role　as　that

played　by　the　govemment　enterprises　in　manufacturing　industry　which

were　started　with　the　direct　aim　of　transplanting　or　introducing　foreign

technology．

　　　　Govemment　enterprises　started　in　this　way　produced　some　fair

successes　in　the　introduction　and　diffusion　of　new　technology，the　purpose

for　which　they　were　set　up，but　it　is　not　necessarily　true　to　say　that

they　were　successful　from　the　point　of　view　of　management，and　there

was　no　small　number　of　govemme血t　enterprises』which　showed　huge

deficits　year　after　year．　On　the　other　han（1，　aga血，　because　of　the

necessity　of　financial　restriction　aiming　at　the　fu王l　equipP血9・of　the

currency　and　credit　institutions，the　government　decided　in　1880，t6sell

off　the　government　enterprises　to　private　interests，and　this　line　of重）01icy

was　carried　into　effect　in　due　course．But　since　the　military　arsenals，

as　well　as　the　railways，telegraphs，telephones，etc。，were　excluded，chie丑y

on　military　grounds，the　enterprises　which　were　sold　off　were　those　which

had　beell　started　with　the　sole　aim　of　transplantillg，introducing　and

diffusing　new　technology　and　which　were　now圭n　danger　of　entering

into　more五erce　competition　with　private　enterprise　after　this　aim　had

beell　more　or　less　attained．

　　　　In　these　cases　the　question　at　issue　is　that　of　the　persons　to　whom

these　enterprises　were　sold　of［，and　the　conditions　of　sale．The丘rst　to

receive　enterp亘ses　sold　in　this　way　were　privileged　businessmen　with

political　a伍1iαtions　such　as　MitsuiンMitsubishi，Furukawa，Asano，：Kuham，

and　the　rest．Again，among　the　conditions　of　sale，the　prices　of　the

enterprises　as　such　re且ected　the　financial　state　of　each　enterprise　and

might　be　either　above　or　below　the　invested　capital　price，but　in　all

cases　payment　was　to　be　made　by　interest－free　annual圭nstalments　over

a　long　Period　（5to　25years）．

　　　　The　fact　is　that　the　starting　and　selling－off　of　govemment　enterprises

played　a　role　which　cannot　be　ignored，not　only　because　of　the　connection

with　the　introduction　and　diffusion　of・new　technology　but　also　because

govemment　funds　or　long－term　and　interest－free　loans　were　made　availab三e

to　a　minority　of　privileged　businessmen　with　politica1且f丑liations，sQ・亡hat

these　policies　may　be　said　to　have　ki11ed　two　b至rds　wit五〇ne　stone．

Further，if　we　take　into　consideratioll　the　fact　that　the・revenues　of　the

govemment　were　chieHy　made　up　from　a　heavy　Land　Tax　on　the

．＿＿へ一4
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peasantry and indirect taxes on consumption. we will perceive that in 

this case, too, the government's action in using its funds in this way 

was of assistance to "the primitive accumulation of capital." 

IV. THE SINO-JAPANESE WAR AND POST-WAR 
UNDERTAKINGS AND FINANCE 

As we have seen in the above three sections, the financial policies 

of the early Meiji period created capital-relations, and played a leading 

role in industrializing the Japanese economy under these capital-relations. 

With the help of these financial policies the Japanese economy was able 

to establish itself, in the form of capitalism around the year 1890. In 

the cotton industry-the nucleus 0L capitalist industry-"surplus" production 

appeared as early as 1890, and in 1891 productioll exceeded imports 
while. in 1897 exports exceeded imports. 

However, this establishment and development of, capitalism centred 

on the cotton industry was possible only when the Korean and Chinese 

markets had been secured. Out of the necessity of standing up to price 

competition from the advanced countries the' Japanese economy was 
obliged from the first to introduce a high level 0L technology and carry 

on mass production, this being especially the case in the cotton industry, 

while on the other hand foreign markets were absolutely indispensabl~ 

as outlets for the mass production which could not be absorbed at, home 

because the domestic market was too narrow, a fact which was due to 
such reasons as the insufElcient differentiation within the peasant stratum 

of society, chiefly as a result of this early introducing of a high-1evel 

technology and the 1leavy burdens imposed by the Land Tax and taxes 

on consumption which we have mentioned above'. Although it, is of 
course tme that many motives were, involved in the Sino-Japanese War, 

we may say that the war was L0ught with this interest in markets as 

the basic motive. Further, we may perhaps say that the Russo-Japanese 

War represents an attempt on the part of Japanese capitalism, which, as 

we shall see below, made a spectacular advance in de:velopment as a 
result of the Sino-Japanese War and its victorious conclusion, to get an 

even firmer grasp of this market in the midst of a complicated config-

uration of international relations with the great powers, who had come 

to show interest in the Chinese market after the war. 

Thus the development of the Japanese economy and Japanese capital-

ism in the later Meiji period made inevitable the wars with China and 

Russia, and at the same time was possible only with the occurrence of 
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these wars. Again, since, as need hardly be said, it was, possible to 

carry out these wars only with the backing of government financial 

policy, we may say that in this sense government flnance played a great 

role in the economic development of this period. On the other hand, 

however, government finance in the later Meiji period also had a great 

and direct effect on the development of the economy and the capitalism 

of this period through its financial activities themselves, with two peaks 

at the Sino.Japanese, and Russo-Japanese wars, by making available and 

disbursing the vast sums required in preparing L0r and prosecuting the 

wars as well as in the undertakings, embarked upon in the post-war 

periods. In the following we propose to narrow our attention to the 

latter of these points, of which we will give a somewhat more detailed 

account. Let us begin with the flnancial policies centred on the Sino-

Japanese War. 
The expenses of the Sino-Japanese War were approximately ~~200 

million, a sum roughly 2.5 times the average annual general budgetary ex-

penditure in the five years preceding the outbreak of war (1889-1893), ap-

proximately ~:~81 million. This vast sum was disbursed within the space of 

only one year (between June, 1894 and April, 1895), and more than 
700/0 of it was spent on non-personnel expense~.l 

Directing our attention to the means adopted in supplying funds for 

these war expenses, we find that approximately ~~117 million, or nearly 

600/0, was. produced by the issue of govemment bonds. Further, since 

the sum of government honds issued at this time was a considerable 
burden to the money market, the government took steps to ensure their 

absorption by causing the central bank, the Bank of Japan, to take part 

of the bonds, and, also to give the banks increased credit in order to 

alleviate the tightness, of money resulting from their subscriptions to the 

bond issues. Part of the remainder of the war expenses was supplied 

by means of transfer within the national treasury, namely. from the 
fiscal revenues' of the year in question, but the greater part was supplied 

from treasury surplus funds accumulated in the past and by means' of 

short-term loans from the Bank of Japan (later repaid from the indemnity). 

We may well imagine that the disbursement of these huge sums in 

war expenses, in combination with the methods employed in supplying 

the funds required, would have produced a so-called "expansion of total 

demand," and would have stimulated the development of the economy, 

* Toy~keizaishimp~-sha ~i~~~~~fi~~~ii~~~"'~, Metji Taishe ~2isei Shoran F~~~~~l~lE~t~c~ 

~~: (Detaned Guide to Public Finance in the Meiji and Taisho~ Eras), Tokyo, Toyo-

keizaishimpo-sha, 1926, pp. 496~;97. 
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and particularly of capitalist enterprises. In fact, over the years 1894-

1896 the national income produced rose from ~~1,591 million to ~~l,702 

million, within which the national income produced by factory industry 

rose from ~~254 million to ~~358 million, an increase of more than 400/0 

in only two years.l 

This development of the Japanese economy and capitalism occasioned 

by the Sino-Japanese War was further spurred on by the so-called "post-

war undertakings" of all kinds, Ied by the armaments expansion plan, 

which followed upon the receipt of a huge war indemnity (in Japanese 

currency approximately ~~365 million, or approximately 1.8 times the war 

costs mentioned above). Further, these indemnity funds were paid, in 

pounds sterling in gold, and in 1897 Japan adopted the gold standard 

with these funds as a basis. Again, as a result of the rise in Japan's 

international position after her victory in war some restoration, even 

though only partial, of her rights of tariff autonomy took place. Thus, 

by passing through the Sino-Japanese War the Japanese economy estab-

lished itself firmly in the form of capitalism, not only domestically, but 

also internationally. 

However, the Japanese economy, which had developed and expanded 

with the help of war orders financed by government bond issues and 

disbursements to the " post-war undertakings ',' financed out 0L the war 

indemnity funds, must look for other markets and other sources of 
demand once these two had ceased or contracted, but such markets and 

sources of demand were not easily to be found. Japan?s ~conomy inevit-

ably depended to a high degree on government finance and state demand, 

and inevitably had great expectations of foreign markets. In response 

to these dengands and expectations on the part of the Japanese economy, 

government financial policy in the period of approximately 10 years 

between the conclusion of the Sino-Japanese War and the outbreak of 

the Russo-Japanese War aimed at expanding armaments, and, with these 

armaments in the background, at securing the Korean and Chinese 
markets. 

Thus the average annual expenditure over the ten years' period from 

1894 to 1903, ~~213 million, was approximately 2.7 times the average 
annual expenditure in the preceding ten years (1884-1893), ~~79 million, 

and in particular military expenditure was at an annual average rate of 

~:86 million in the period 1894-1903, which was as much as 4,1 times 

l Yamada Yuzo LLI ~l~~i;~ ed., Nihon Koku."lin Shotoku Suikei Shiry6 R ;~i;~IJ~:;~f'4~~~ 

~h~~~} (Materials L0r the Estimation of the Japanese National Income), Tokyo, Toyokeizai-

shimp6-sha, 1951, pp, n4-n5. 
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the average annual milita:ry expenditure in the period 1884-1893, ~:~21 

million.1 It is of course true, however, that over these two periods the 

national income also increased by approximately I .7 times froin an annual 

average of ~~950 million to ~~l,615 million. But even taking this into 

eonsideration, we must conclude that the significance of the demancl 

effect of government finance, particularly in the form of armaments 

orders, was clearly increased after the Sino-Japanese War. 

These inffated government expenditures were partially supplied, a$ 

we have already noted, by war indemnity funds, and partially by the 

issue of government bonds, but in addition a considerably large part had 

to be supplied out of taxation. For these purposes, on three occasions 

in the ten years following the Sino-Japanese War a national business t~x 

and a registration tax were instituted for the first timei the trade in 

leaf-tobacco was brought under a government monopoly, and increases 

were made in the Land Tax, the tax on alcoholic beverages; ' the tax 

on the consumption of sugar, etc. As a result, the total tax revenue in 

,the , ten years following the Sino-Japanese War, approximately ~~124 

million, was roughly double that of the teli , years preceding the war, 

approximately ~~65 million. What is particularly deserving of note is 

the fact that, whereas in the ten years preceding the war, tak revenue 

comprised approximately 640/0 direct taxation (of which more than 62 o/o 

was derived from the Land Tax), and 360/0 indirect taxation (of which 

apptoximately 23 o/o was derived from the taxes on alcoholic beverages 

and tobacco), in the ten years following =the war direct taxation amounted 

to approximately 450/0 (of which slightly more than 370/0 was derived 

froin the Land Tax) and: indirect taxation to. approximately 550/0 (of 

which 350/0 was derived Lrom the tax on. alcoho~c beverages and profits 

from the tobaccd monopoly), so that over this period a reversal: ･t'ook 
place in the rel~tive imporiance of direct and indirect taxation.. 

Bearing in mind the fact, that, by nature, , indirect taxation is a tax 

on the masses and that among the direct taxes~ too, the most ,inrportant 

bf them, the Land Ta2i,, was a heavy burden for the smaller p~asantry, 

these facts ngay be said to indicate that the demand effect exercised by 

government financd, centred on annaments orders, which had stimulated 

the development of the Japanese edonomy also had the effect of reducing 

the purchasing power of the nation, an effect which was exercised through 

the means employed in supplying the government finances. The Japanese 

ecoriomy or Japanese capitalism' was distressed by this contradiction L0r 

l.ohg after this - time; but the upshot = of･ the circumstances prevailing at 

l Calculated from the :Metji Taisho Zaisei'Shorah, p. 634. 
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this time was that the Russo-Japanese War broke out, the underlying 

motive beihg that of getting a firmer grasp of these foreign markets, in 

the midst of a configuration of international relations whicll was showing 

more and more, marked signs of imperialism, with a view to breaking 
through this contradiction. 

V. THE RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR AND THE POST-WAR 
UNDERTAKlNGS AND FlNANCE 

The costs of the Russo-Japanese War amounted to ~~1,730 million, 

or approximately 8.5 times th0~e of the Sino-Japanese War, and were 

approximately 6.4 times the average annual general expenditure of' the 

central government in the five years preceding the outbreak of war 
(1899-1903). Further, the proportion of these w, ar costs, occupied by 

non-personnel expenses was about 100/0 higher, approximately 770/0 as 

opposed to 700/0 in the case of the Sino-Japanese War, this reflecting the 

development of military technology in the interval between the two wars'. 

The ways in which funds for these expenses were supplied were 
also much different from those employed at the time of the Sino-Japanese 

War. Thus, in the case of the Sino-Japanese War slightly less than 600/0 

of the expenses of the war were met by the issue of government bonds; 

all of them in the form of domestic loans, while in the case of the 

Russo-Japanese War government bonds supplied more than 820/0 of the 
'expenscs, and within this proportion approximately 55 o/0, (slightly less 

than 47 o/o of total war expenses) were issued in the form of foreign 

loans. Further, in the Russo-Japanese War increased taxation and an 

expansion of the monopolies system were carried out on two occasions 

to, bring in a total revenue of ~~135 million (of which the Land Tax, 

consumption taxes, customs, and tobacco and salt monopolies brought in 

~90 million, or approximately 670/0), an increase of, approximately 840/0 

in relation to, the average, annual tax revenue of the central government 

in. the five years preceding the war, ~~161 million. The supply and 

disbursement of huge sums in war expenses in this way resulted in 

sfunulating the economy by expanding total demand in the same manner 

as in the Sino-Japanese War. Indeed. sitLce the total war expense~ were 

greater; and almost half of them supplied by foreign loans, we may say 

that a greater degree of stimulus was applied, notyithstanding the negative 

factor of increases in taxation. If we take as. an index the national 

inconie produced, and in particular the national incoine produced, b.y 

factory industry, we find that between 1904 and 1906, the former rose 
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from￥2，612million　to￥2，970million　while　the　la枕er　mse　from￥594

milhon　to￥867million，■＄howing　much　bigger　increases　than　during

the　Sino・Japanese　WaL

　　Again，the　Sino－Japanese　and　Russo－Japanese　wars　had　in　common

the　fact　that　when　the　war　was丘nished　govemment丘nance　was　again

called　upon　to　play　a　great　role　in　maintaining　and　establishing　an

economy　which　had　undergone　great　development　and　expansion，
being　dependent　while　so　doing　on　wart呈me　military　orders．Indeed，in

the　case　of　the　period　following　the　Russo・Japanese　War，while　on　the

one　hand　almost　half’of　the　expenses　of　the　waτwere　supplied　by　foreign

loans　as　we　have　already　noted，on　theother　hand　no　indemnity　was

received　on　the　conclusion　of　peace，and　consequently　we　may　say　that

prol）ortionately　greater・expectations・of　assistance　from　gσ▽emmen亡五nance

were　entertained．The　govemment　now　retained　as　permanent　features

of　the　economy　the　tax　increases　which　been　instituted　in　waτtime　as

emergency　taxation，and　it　continued　to　floa‡　foreign　loans　in　an　ef〔ort

to　bring　foreig皿capital　into　the　country．With　t五ese五nancial　resources

at　its　disposal　it　undertook　such　projects　as　the　expans1on　of　armaments，

the　nationalization　and　extens呈on　of　theτa圭1ways，the　expansion　of至fon

and　steel　producing　Plant，and　the　develoPment　of　its　colonial　te；τ辻ories，

and　wh圭1e　on癒e　o鍛e　hand　it　strove　to　enlarge　the　demand　effect　exercised

by　govemment五nance，or　at　least　to　prevent　its　diminution，on　the

other　it　made　e班orts　to　maintain　the　rights　and　interests　which　it　had

acquired　on　the　Asian　・continent　as　a　result　of　the　war　and　to　malke

tkese　into　a　market　having　real　potentialities。

　　Thus，if　we　consider　the　scale　of　govemment価ance，we五nd　that

t五e　average　annual　gene■al　expenditureof　the　central　govemment　was

again　more　t㌔an　doubled　between　the五ve　years　preceding　the　war

（1899－1903）and　the五ve　years　following　it（1906－19正0），エisingまrom

a加roximately￥271mi1Hon　to　approximately￥561million，while「miHta㎎

expenditure血the　narrow　sense　rose　by　approxima重ely　L8times　fエom

approximately￥104’mi11ion　to且pproximately￥180million，and　by　more

tha！n2times　if　expenditure　on　the　expansion　ofτailways，telegraiphs，

telephones，iron　and　steel　producing　Plant，etc。is　included、2　Compa■in9

堀s　with　the　fact　that　the　amual　average　national　income　in　these　two

丘ve・year　periods　毒ncreased　by　no　more　than　1・5　t量mes　∫rom　￥2，093

million　to蕃3，正00million，3we　may　be　justi五ed　in　concluding　that　dis．

■　　　Y．Yεmada，pp．114－115．

2　Ml酬7協hσZα∫5θ乞Sんδ7απ，P．6341Y，Yamada，皿P・U4－115・

8　　　　ノ脆夢6　％乞5hσ　Zσ乞5α’・S72σ顧ロπ，pp。12620．
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bursements　from　the　government　finances　had　an　even　greater　sigllificallce

in　the　period　following　the　Russo－Japanese　War．

　　　　In　onerespect，however，thecaseaftertheRusso・JapalleseWardi鉦ers

from　thαt　after　the　Sino・Japanese　War，since　d皿ing　the　Russo・Japanese

War　it　was　necessary　to　supply　out　of　taxation　the　greater　part　of　the

funds　disbursed。In　this　regard，the　govemment　retained　on　a　permanent

bαsis　the　emergency　special　taxation　which　had　been　instituted　during

the　war，and　in1908it　enacted　further　increases　in　taxation．　In　alI

these　cases　the　main　emphasis　was　placed　on　the　Land　Tax　and　the

indirect　taxes　on　consumption（including　the　govemment　monopolies）．

As　a　result，the　average　annual　tax　revenue　rose　by　more　than2。4、times

between　the　five　years　preceding　the　war　and　the五ve　years　following

it，from￥161million　to￥391million，showing　an　increase　which
exceeded　not　only　that　of　the　national　income　in　the　same　period，but

also　that　of　annual　expenditure。　Further，within　this　revenue　the　annuaI

average　yield　of　the　Lalld　Tax　was　increased　by　more　than1．8times

from￥146milhon　to￥83millio11，while　the　average　anmal　yield　of　the

indirect　taxes　on　consumption（the　tax　on　alcoholic　beverages，the　sugar

consumption　tax，the　cloth　consumption　tax，customs，and、pro五ts　of

monopolies）were　increased　by　approximately2．6times　from￥82mi工1ion

to￥210million，■　These　facts　may　be　taken　as　indicating　that　govem。

men亡五nancial　policy　at　this　period，while　serving　to　maintain，and

further，to　develop，a　Japanese　economy　which　had　been　expanded　and

inflated　by　the　war，led，on　the　other　side，to　a　reduction　of　the　pur－

chasing　Power　of　the　nation　and　had　the量nevitable　effect　of　collstricting

the　domestic　market．

　　　　Another　special　characteristic　of　public五nallce血the　period　fo110wing

the　Russo・Japanese　War　is　the　sharp　increase　in　expenditure　in　respect

to　govemment　loans，particularly　foreign　loans．　The　average　amual

expenditure　in　respect　to　state　loans　increased　by　approximately4、5times

between　the丘ve　ye＆rs　precedillg　the　war　and　the丘ve　years　follow呈ng

it，from￥37million　to￥166mimon．2　1n　particular，within　these　sums，

average　annual　expenditure　in　respect　to　foreign　loans　increased　as　much

nearly14times，from￥3．5minion　to琴48million。3This　means　that
at　this　period　an　average　annual　sum　of￥48million　was　leaving

the　country　in　payment　of　principals　and　interest　on　foreign　loans，a

sum　equilavent　to12％of　the　average　amua1五scal　revenue，or　approxi．

工　砿昭71α∫5hσZα緬SZるσ物，PP・12－20・

2　　　砿θ夢∫％∫5んσZα∫5¢∫Shσ7uπンp。634．

8　　Calculated　from　theハ廻ガτ4勧σ2；嬬β∫3ゐσ7襯，pp，612－613．
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mately 550/0 of the average yield of the Land Tax. We may easily 
imagine that at this period this fact combined with the excessive burden 

of taxation centred on the Land Tax and the, indirect taxes on consump-

tion was to ekercise a repressive effect on the development of the Japanese 

economy. 
The drain constituted by these payments in respect to foreign loans 

is particularly worthy of our attention in that it eventually made necessary, 

through the necessity of the maintenance of the gold standard, a change 

in the policy of inflationary finance which had been continued from the 

time of the Sino-Japanese War. 

After the Sino-Japanese War Japa;n's foreign trade showed an excess 

of imports over exports in every year, with the exception of the year 

1909. This was due to the fact that although exports were increasing 

from year to year imports were increasing at a still greater rate, but 

this was inevitable if the economy of Japan-a backward country = poor 

in raw material resources and lagging behind in matters of technologyT 

was to undergo rapid development. However, after the Russo-Japanese 
War the irnport surplus gradually declined as exports expanded to overtake 

imports, and in tlle five years following the war it stood at an average 

annual iigure of approximately ~~12 million, a reduction to approximately 

one-third of the figure for the five years preceding the war, ~35 million.l 

If, however, we add to this the payments made in respect to foreign 

10ans as mentioned above, the aggregate annual average figure becomes 

one bf approximately ~~60 million, representing an even greater surplus 

of expenditure than before the war. On the other hand, the Japanese 
economy adopied the gold standard, using as a base the sterling currency 

which it had received as an indemnity for the Sino-Japanese War, and 
so it was able to take its place in the ranks of the capitalist states of 

the world, but the indemnity funds themselves remained in London, 
apart from approximately one-third of the total which was brought into 

Japan in the form of gold and silver, and by the end of the interval 

between the Sino-Japanese and Russo-Japanese wars practically all the 

indemnity had been spent in making overseas payments required by 

armaments expansion. 
In this situation the Japanese economy must either pay in gold or 

be dependent on the floating of foreign loans if it were to continue to 

make the huge overseas payments mentioned above. But not only were 

l Asahi Shinrbun-sba ~! R ~f~]~~tk, Nihon Keizai To~kei So~kan ~ ;~;;~~~f~i;~}~~~~ (A 

Statistical Conspectus of the Japanese Economy), Tokyo. The Asahi Shimbun-sha, pp. 

288-239. 

- J"~J 
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there　Iimits　to　the　amoullt　of　gold丘eId　in　Japan，but　the〔necessity　was

to玉ncrease　the　gold　reserve　so　that　玉t　would　be　possible　to　continue　to

supply　the　currency　required　by　an　ecoUomy　rapidly　expanding　mder

the　gold　standard，and　it　would　not　do　for　the　gold　reserve　to　be　reduced．

In　this　situation　the・only　method　which　would　allow　Japan　both　to

make　huge　overseas　payments　and　to　develop　the　domestic　economy

while　maintaining　the　gold　standard　was　that　of　continuously　supplement－

ing　her　gold　reserves　by丑oating　foreign　loans．　Thus，even　after　the　war

was㎝ded　the　Second4％Sterling　Loan　and　the　Tokyo　and　Yokohama
Municipal　Loans　were且oated　immediately　aξter　the　cessation　of　ilostili愈ies，

representing　a　total　of　apProximate取￥218million　raまsed　on　the　foreign

maエket。

　　Nevertheless，even　when　it　was　possible　to　supplement　goldエeserves

by　such　foreign　loans，　there　existed　disc：repancies　in　quantity　and　in

time　between　tlbese　funds　and　the　overseas　payments，and　in　so　far　as

it　was　desired　to　maintain　the　gold　stallda■d－and　this　was　of　basic

importance　for　the　continuing　development　Qf　the　Japanese　economy

and　capitaHsm－it　was　inev呈table　that　the　devek）pment　and　expansion　of

the　domestic　economy　shouldもe　held　back　for　a　time．We　may　say

provisionalb7that　the』丘nancial　panic　of19070rig血ated　in　this　way。

　　However，the　method　of　undertak圭ng　both　the　lhuge　overseas　pay・

ments　and　the　development　and　expansion　of　t五e　domestic　economy　by

supplementi皿g　gold　reserves　by　means　of　foreign　loans　was　subject　to　a

basic〔c五eck　which　went　fuτther　than　mere　temporary　discrepancies　in

theτequirements　for　funds．This　consisted　in　the　fact　that，when　a

foreign　loan　was£oated　it　was　necessary　for　the　foreign　country　to　have

a　certain　degree　of　confidence　in　the　loan，and　in　terms　of　domestic

丘nance　this　meant　that　the　sum　Qf　the　loan　must　be　kept　within　limits

which　would　make　it　possible　to　make　annual　payment　of　the　principal

and㎞terest　out　of　the　annua1　8urplus　of　current　income　over　current

expenditure，Thus，if　foreign　Ioans　are　to　be　Hoated　it　becomes　necessaW

to■estraill　the　issue　of　domestic　loans，or　to　increase　taxation，Qr，alter・

natively，to　cut　down　c皿rent　expenditure，but　whiclhever　o∫these

measures　is　adopted　itぬas　the　result　of　bringing　about　a　corresponding

reduction　in　the　stimulatory　e狂ect　exercised　on　econo面c　development

from　the　part　of　govemment五nance，and　in　the　cαse　of　an　economy

w上ich　has　been　developing　in　a　s惚te　of　considerable　dependence　on

government五nallce　this　cannot　but　have　a　repressive　effect．

　　The　adoption　by　the　Katsura　administration，which　came　to　of丑ce

in1908after　the　financial　pallic，of　financial　retrenchment　under　the
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banner　of　a‘翁on．10an　p61icy”in　place　of　attempts　to　stimulate　business

by　financial　measures　had　as　one　o∫　its　important　aims　the　bringing

ab。ut・f翫ec・nai亡i・nsf。rthe丑。a廿ng・ff・reign1・ansinasiεuati・n

血which　the　burden　of　taxation　had　reached　such　proport量ons　that　there

was　practically　no　room　for　any　further　taxation　increases．In　this　aim

these　policies　were　more　or　less　successfu1，、and　in　I191010ans　totalling

approximately￥282million　were　Hoated　in　England　and　France。Further，

of　this　sum　￥100m玉11ion　was　brought　into　Japan　血cash，and　its　use

in　the　repayment　of　domestic　loans　was　one　factor　in　the　recovery　of

business　which　took　place　between　1910and　1911。However，it　was
not　possible　for　this　recovery　of　business　to　Iead　to　development　and

expansiQn　of　the　economy　of，㌻he　kind　which　occurred　in　the　period

beglnning　with　the　SinαJapaneseWar且nd　continuing　through　theRussひ

Japanese　War，且nd　it　did　not　go　beyond　a　species　of　temporary　boom．

　　・ For　Japan’s　economy　to　take　a　renewed、tur虹to　development　and

expansio血at　the　end　of・the　Meiji　period　it　wasドnecessary壬or　i‡，to　receive

a　s㌻illεreater　stimulus，but　by　now　it　was　no　longer　poss至bleまor　go▽e恥

ment　finance，which　had　providqd　the　stimulus　in　th“past，to　continue

w五th・inflatiαnary　policies．（｝overnment　finance，facing　the　interes亡pa野

ments　on　the　foreigロ，10ans　contracted　for　the　purposes　gf　past　twQ　wars

and　post・war　mdertakings　and　an　import　surplus　Tesulting　from　the　fact

魚at　it　was　hardly　possible∫or　the　Japanese　econo卑ヌ，which　had　de・

veloped　and　expanded　under　the　st圭mulus　o∫govemme煎五nance　in　the

process　of　these　wars　and　post．war　undertakings，to　geむactua1，if　llot

militaryシ『control　of　the　foreign　market　it　Tequired，had　now　to　be　carried

forwafa　with　t／he　pfl±ne　aim、ofりn　the　one　h即d　reduc毎ぎas｛a士as

possible　both　of　these　items　of　expenditure，and　oゑthe　other　han（I　s¢curing

absolutely・essential　foreign　exchange．　Indeed，in　or（iler　to　realize　these

a螂i金wasevennecessaΨt・repress，f・ratime，thedevd・pmentand
expansiφn　of　the　economy．This　is　the　posture　of　govemment丘na血ce

a角the　en40f　the　Meiji　peゴo¢govemエnent五nance　wh圭c五撫d　pro中ced

the　various　conditiQns　for　capitalist　indus往ializa，tion　with　the　he1P、of　the

methods　which　we　lhave　described　in　this　paper，and　which　had’played

the　leading　role　in　promoting　caかitalist　lndust飴lization，

＿＿．｝諦




